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U. Golfers Will Play In Meet
UNM golf coach Dick McGuire
will take a six man Lobo team to
Colorado Springs for the annual
Pike's Peak Inter-collegiate Invitational this weekend.
New Mexico's golf team must
wonder what it takes to win a
golf tournament. Last week McGuire's team set a new tourney
record with a teain total of 852
in three rounds in the BYU Invitational and still finished second.
Arizona State also broke the old
record with a 846 mark to win
the Ineet. Host Brigham Young

finished third with a three round
score of 860.
Coach McGuire sai~, ''We played beautiful golf up there. We
set a new record and still got
beat. I think we'll be ready this
week for the Pike's Peak Invitational." The Lobos finished third
in the Pike's Peak Ineet last year.
Lobo golfers placed three Inen
in the top ten at Provo last week.
Leading the trio was freshman Al
Lovato with a score of 210, followed by Dick Placek with 213,
and junior Mike Goodart with

WANT ADS
PERSONALS
WANTED DEMONSTUATORS to wei·
come Republican Governors at the Sun..
por~ Wednesday a~ 5:30 p.m. N~
transportation!: call 277-5218. Whlle
you're at it, show up at the Platform
Hearings in the Union Bnllroom Thursday from 9 to Noon.
6/8
SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar ranch·
ero- Unimproved but picturesque adobe
house. artistic setting. with trout lake~
No pay and no work-turn water on nnd
off. Write Box 5011, Santa Fe. New Mcx..
RETAILERS ARE WAITING to give you
orders for EAST TOTEM WEST posters.
Commission equals $100.00 a week for 20
hours. Write EAST TOTEM WEST, P.O.
Box 765, Mill Valley, California 94941 5/8

HELP WANTED
EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest education firm has developed a
program learning system and is now hir·
ing college students for lull time summer
employment to present this SYHtem to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. In terre ted Students plea.5e
call be~wecn 11 and 1 at 268·0620. 5-22.
SERVICES
ffiGH-POWERED TUTORING in Economies and Spanish by university professor. Phone 842-8500, Ext. 8134. 5/13
CRX Line for want ad- . . . . . . . • . .
CaD 242-0649.
5/13
SWDIMING PARTIEg........,r :iust plain
parties. FaeiUtics include swimming,
dancing, Bar·B-Q, volley hall etc. 7midnight, 10 to 500 persons. Life
Gnard8 provided. Thunderbird Swim·
G:vm. 247-9677.
TYPING-Straight typing at 25¢ per
page. 10¢ copy. You furnish paper. Call
264-4481.
mONING, baehclor bnndles, mending,
dreooanaking and alterations. Reasonable,
2304. Blake SW. Phone 877-5282.
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: ONE LIGHT PLAID jack<!L Edn·
cation 105 between 6 :40 and 7:15 p,m.
Wedneschu- night. Pkase return to Loot
and Found a~ Union or caD 243-6949. 5/9
FOR SALE
1962 CHEVROLET Impala S.S. 425 H.P.,
4. Speed, J"ust Rebuilt Engine. Good
Looking. 299-6001.
5/13

FOR SALE
1964 MG MIDGET, new tires, yood steering wheel. dash, and shift knob, new
cnrpet, less than $1000, call 242-0119
afrer 6 :00.
5/8
AUTO INSURAJ.rCE too high 1 Call
Farmer•s today.. 12 months to pay. 2992296.
5/22
1963 PORSHE, Very clean. Many extras.
3633 Noon N.E. 298-7163.
6/13
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Completely :teconditioned. Mo;re in and enjoy a lull summer of swimming and next
winter you•n enjoy the warmth of the
fireplace and the charm of the large
rooms. Price only $13,900. CaD Ed Norris
265-8571 and evenings 2li5-6852. CairdNorris Realty.
1956 FORD 2 door Automatic Transmission,
Good Running Condition, $195. 344-8622.
5/8
1968 YAMAHA YM-1 306cc Black. Excellent road machine on]y 6,600 miles, $550.
Call Steve, 255-9162. 5/8
'67 YAMAHA, 180ec, Candy Apple· Red,
3800 miles, $395 or best offer. Call 2774079, ask for AL 5/8
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE (UNM area).
Ies a world or its oyn I Rustic, c.bar:m.ing~ with patios and gardens, you'll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, diningroom. Mexican tile bathroom, peefect
for a couple! $14,000, ca Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-30(8. Caird·
Norris Reaty. 5/9
'64 CORVETTE Sting lbJ>'. 327 eo. in.
300 hp, AM·FM, 2 tops. Excellent condition, one owner.. 277..2933.
FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at 141 Columbia
SE. Deluxe rum. units-twin or double
beds. $115-120 including utilili.,., 2423080.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT near
UNM. Furnished. $75 per month. Call
Sam Cooper 265-8574 and eveninJnl 8428280 Caird-Norria Realty. 5/9
LOST AND FOUND
SILVER RONSON cigarette lighter. Loot
Apri1 29 in SUB Cafeteria. Very ornate.
!inscribed: With Compliments of P.
Puranabhanbu. Has sentimcnta1 valne.
$16 Reward. CaD 242-028L
5/13

214. Tournament medalist was
BYU's John Miller with a 205.
Almost unnoticed in the shuffle
at Provo was the performance of
New Mexico's second team in the
Western New Mexico Intercollegiate in Silver City. The bottom
six men on tlte Lobo varsity entered and won with a three round
score of 867. Rival New Mexico
State finished with a 892.
Sophomore Wes Wilkening
fired an eight lmder par 208 to
set a tournament record. Wilkening was. 1·ewarded by being named
to the six man squad going to
Denver for the Pike's Peak meet
this weekend.
Other team members making
the trip are Terry Dear, Mike
Goodart, AI Lovato, Chuck Milne,
and Dick Placek.
The Pike's Peak tournament
fields about twenty teams every
year.
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Romney Cancels l-lis

BE

STARRING

JORGEN RYG • AXEL STROBYE
EBBE LANGBERG • PAUL HAGEN

Republican Governors

j

Explain New Program

Final Two Weeks

By ALLEN BUCHANAN
At least a few of the people at the Sunport last evening
were waiting to meet Michigan Governor George Romneyincluding our own governor, Dave Cargo. But of all the faces
that came through the plane door, Romney's wasn't one of
them.
Governor John A. Love from Colorado explained, (after
the scheduled press conference), that Romney was tied up
with a newspaper strike ilfhis home state. Not everyone was
so informed.- Governor Cargo said: "I don't know why he
isn't here ... I thought he was coming."

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER

Lobo Mistake

Bull Wins Match;
Beats ASU Star
Tony Bull was incorrectly cited
as a loser in the UNM tennis
team's loss to Arizona State University Saturday at the UNM
courts.
Bull defeated Dean Penero, 61, 9-7, the :first tiine Penero has
ever lost a singles match in conference competition. An article in
Monday's Lobo said that Penero
defeated Bull, 6-1, 9-7.
The Lobo regrets the error.

U.of A. vs. UNM?
Has anyone given any thought
to a city series type playoff between the New Mexico Lobos and
the University of Albuquerque
Dons? With the large followings
the two teams have built this season, such a series could becoine
one of the most exciting sports
events Albuquerque has hosted
this year.

Budget Go-Ahead
Sought By Dines
iiiE BANCROFT.,..,DUSTIN HOFFMAN · UTJ!!@INE ROSS
CAtD'ER.WilUNGHAM .... BUCK HENRY PAUL SIMON
SiMON .... GARFUNKEl LAWRENCE TURMAN
MIKE NICHOLS TECHNICOLOR- PAN~VJSIOW·
DllllCTtD .,.

SHOW 1:50: 3:50 • 5:50-7:55 ·10:00
NO COMPLIMENTARY PASSES

OPEN 1:00

SEATED LEFT TO RIGHT are Republican
governors John Love, Colorado, John Chafee,
Rhode Island, and Raymond Shafer of Pennsylvania as they answer questions during a press

conference at the Sunport. The governors are part
of a policy committee visiting all parts of the
country to gain information toward the formation of a new Republican Platforin.

NSA Choice Announced

PHOto!£ 266-4759

Tod Delaney, a senior, was
named the 1968-69 NSA Coordinator last night by the elections committee after a hearing
to settle the write-in tie that
had given Delaney and Michael
Carrol one vote each. Carrol was
disqualified on a grade deficiency.
In other action the coinmittee
decided to set up an inquiry into
election rules with the intent of
revamping present regulations.

-LIMITED ENGAGEMENT-

This came in response to charges
of alleged rule violations filed by
Steve Hogan, an unsuccessful
presidential candidate, against
Associated Students President
Jim Dines and another losing candidate, Coleman Travelstead.
Committee chairwoman Suzanne
Ralls announced that the list of
polling places for Friday's special budget balloting had been
revised. "We couldn't get enough

End to Viet Nam War Endorsed

McCarthy Polls Choice '68 Majority;
Kennedy, Nixon, Rockefeller, Behind

3 DAYS ONLY- 6 PERFORMANCES
. MAY 14 - 15 - 16
MATINEI: 2:u.J $1.50
EVENING 8:30 $1.75
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BOX OFFICE': LOBO, CINEMA EAST THEATRES,
CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 243·1703, OR RH.ODE$ CORONADO.
4804 CENTRAL
PHONE 26S..C575

HI LAND

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates .,....- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

A • substanital number of col- Sen. Robert Kennedy (D-N.Y.)
with 19.9 per cent and Republican
lege students-among them 2,486 Richard Nixon with 18.4 per cent.
from UNM-voted for Sen. EuBelow is the breakdown of the
gene McCarthy (D-Minn.) and an ·results, with over 90 per cent of
end to the war in Viet. Nam in the vote in.
Choice '68, the national campus
A combined 62.6 per cent of
presidential primary held on cain- the students voted for either an
immediate withdrawal of Ameripus April 24.
Sen McCarthy polled 26.7 per can troops or a reduction in
cent ~f the almost 1.1 million American military involvement
votes cast. He was fallowed by in VietNam.

Mini mini
young people think

---..... .,
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Cut the action a sec and take note:
H you have a Youth Fare Card
from any airline, it's good on ITA.
ANY TIME, ALL THE TIME.
ANY DAY, ANY FLIGHT. EVEN
ON HOLIDAYS.
And, if you make the scene between
12 and 22, your TRIP OUT
is 1/3 off the regular
applicable one-way fare with
CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS.
No Youth Fare Card? Don't blow
your cool. Get one at 1TA.1ust $3
a year. It'll get you as FAR OUT
as you need to go. To sixty-four
IWJnsing cities in six big states.
'~bat's TI'A Territory, Man,

Application For Youth Fare Identification Card
(PLEASE PRINT)

Applicant's Name

Aa:e

Address
City

state

~hooiA~tte~n~d~ln~•---------:~·~--~------·-------Date of Birth
Helaht

Dale of 22nd Birthday
Weight

Color Eyes

Card No. Issued

Date

Issued By

Color Hair
At

Exp, Date

C1rd Holder's Sl1nature

MAll WITH $3. MEMBERSHIP fEE TO·

salu DIPirtment, T T A

Come on, take a flyer.

L

·f..'

No.107

P.O. Box 60188, Houstcin, Texas 77060

r=t=l~
~
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I
I

I

I

II
1
I
Ill

--------------.
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Choice '68 Voting
For President
Eugene McCarthy (D)
Robert Kennedy (D)
Richard Nixon (R)
Nelson Rockefeller (R)
Lyndon Johnson (D)
George Wallace (Amer. Ind.)
Ronald Reagan (R)
John Lindsay (R)
Hubert Humphrey (D, write-in) ·
Charles Percy (R)
Mar.k Hatfield (R)
Fred Halstead (Soc. Work.)
Martin Luther King (Ind.)
Harold Stassen (R)

Votes Per cent of Total
285,988
26.7
213,832
19.9
197,167
18.4
10.8
115,937
57,362
5.3
33,078
3.0
28,215
2.6
22,301
2.2
18,535
1.7
15,184
1.4
7,605
0.7
5,886
0.5
3,538
0.3
1,033
0.1

poll workers," Miss Ralls said.
"It seems everyone's tired of elections."
The new list names Hokona
Hall, Mesa Vista Dorm, the
Union, and the Engineering Complex as poll sites.
Delaney said he intended to
accept the position, although he
had been opposed to the anlendment which would have made
the position appointive rather
than elective. He is a graduating
senior, and won't be attending
UNM next year.
"I'd like to try and get two or
three people to work with me
for the rest of the year," said
Delaney, "so that next year there
will be a competent person to
fill out my terin of office."

By MIKE PERRY
Newly elected ASUNM president Jim Dines stressed the passing of this week's budget bill
before the student senate during
its weekly meeting last night.
Dines, a junior political science
major :from .Joplin. Mo., set bis
goals for the remaining weeks of
the semester and urged the passing of the budget issue on Friday.
"We should concern ourselves
with the budget and urge everyone to vote in favor of it," he
said.
"WITHOUT IT, we have
nothing left to go on next year,"
he added.
Dines also advocated a rearrangement of the office structure
to get more students involved in
cainpus affairs.
Newly elected Lobo editor Rob
Burton was present and gave his
evaluation of the future Lobo
cainpus coverage.
HE STRESSED that the student senate and The Lobo would
work together and set up a line
of communication between the
students and administration.
"You'll be surprised at how
(Continued on page5)

Bobby Bare And Band
Will Play for Fiesta
By DAN BRUMBELOW
Bobby Bare, country TOUsie recording artist, will entertain Friday in Albuquerque as part of
the 1968 UNM Fiesta.
Bare and his band will play for
a western dance at 9 p.m. in
Tingley Coliseum, where the Fiesta queen and king will be
crowned.
Bare's first hit song was "Detroit City," followed by ''Five
Hundred Miles Away From
Home." Bare has recorded Inore
than a dozen records and several
albums.
He has written more than 200
songs of which more than a hundred have been recorded by top
artists. Bare makes personal apperances, network television gUest
appearances and recently Inade
his movie debut in "Distant Trumpet.''
Bare has made several trips
around the world, performing in
different countries. He has recorded albums in German and
Japanese and has been awarded

Bobby Bare

prizes from Norway and South
Africa.
The Bobby Bare western dance
is one of many events planned
during the week-long Fiesta held
annually at UNM.

REPRESENTING the Republican gubernatorial "task force"
were John Chafee, Rhode Island;
John A. Love, Colorado; and Raymond Shafer of Pennsylvania.
They arrived at 6:00 p.m. via a
chartered, red, white, and blue,
Pacific Airlines jet. Nearly 100
people, arined with "Roc~efeller
for President'' and "Welcoine
Governors" placard-s rushed out
of the Sunport building to Ineet
them.
The governors were taken to a
small room :for a press con:ference. There Sha:fer said the purpose o:f tbe task :force was to
"provide the American people
with a blueprint for action. We
are going to people with an interest in their country's futul!'t!>
and asking them to help us write
a new platform.''
SHAFER, who is chairman of
the Republican Governor's Policy
Committee, insisted that nothing
similiar has ever been done before. "We are inviting tbe opinions of both Democrats and Republicans, and of Independents,"
he said.
He also mentioned that they
are attempting to divide the issues according to the needs of
the regions they visit. He gave as
example the topics of oceanography and fisheries discussed in
Oregon on Tuesday.
Our own state representatives,
on the poverty program, transportation, job opportuniti~s, n:nd
several Indians leaders, will giVe
testiinony to the governors tonlorrow at UNM, according to
Cargo. "The Indians were not satisfied with Robert Kennedy's
statements concerning Indian Education," he said. "Most, if not
all, were very unhappy about his
views.''
THE GOVERNORS were asked if they thought that Richard
Nixon might have the Republican
nomination "all sewed up.'' "No,"
claimed Gov. Chafee. "I think he
is in the lead at this time, but he
doesn't have it sewed up.''
"The only thing that you can
predict is that you don't know
what's going to happen next,"
said Shafer. "The people are waiting to see what develops internally and internationally.''
CHAFEE LATER claimed that.
any one of the potential Republican candidates, "and I'm including Reagan," could defeat the
current Deinocratic candidates.
Concerning riots and the use of
guns as a possible deterent to
looters, Shafer said: "Any person who violates the law should
be apprehended and prosecuted
• • • but this does not mean we
should go in and shoot indiscriminately."
The platforin issues hearing,
which will be conducted by the
governors, will be held from 9
a.m. until noon today in the Union
ballroom. At least a dozen persons are expected to appear before the coinmittee.
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UNM Talent Show
Winners In Action

I
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McDonald'S
.. YOUR KIND OF PLACE!u
McDONALD'S
CATERS YOUR
PARTIESGIVE US A CALL TO HAVE A BALL
3 LOCATIONS
LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
MENAUL at SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St. N.W.

Pay Raise To Be Discussed

A new budget including a 22
per cent wage incr.ease for the
craft and clerical workers of the
New Mexico Union will be the
subject ·Of a special Union Board
meeting tonight.
The Board directed the drafting of the new budget last week
after hearings showed that Union
and University wage levels were
well below the minimum wage.
The increase is designed to
boost all Union wages to at least
$1.40 an hour, and includes necessary internal adjustments.
"There Is a necessity to raise
wages in this area," said Kirby
Krbec, Union Director designate.
BUT KRBEC had no idea if the
board would approve the redesigned budget. "I can't second
guess the Board," he said, "I
thought they were going to approve the last budget when I
went in with it."
Krbec said that he was presenting what the Board has requested
as a budget. He explained that the
budget will have to go to VicePresident for Business and Finance, John Perovich's office. "I

honestly don't know what its
chances are, it may actually go
through," he said.
THE BOARD'S interest was
sparked two weeks ago when the
original budget was proposed by
board member Professor Paul
Therkildsen, who suggested that
the Union needed to start its own
"war on poverty." This lead to
last week's hE:aring on the Union
budget.
Also before the Board tonight
will be a tabled proposal on summer hours and a resolution for
further expansion of Union services. Union management had
suggested the Board adopt a
schedule during summer school
that would not include Saturday.
Union management had suggested
the Union not operate on Saturdays as there are no Saturday
classes planned for summer session.
THE BOARD agreed last week

John Bannerman, head of the
Rally Committee, today announced that applications are being taken for Homecoming Committee
Chairman.
The position is open to anyone,
regardless of experience, but the
deadline for applications is Monday, May 13.
Applications are also being
taken for members of the committee.
The members of the committee
must be able to work on Homecoming this summer, so people
from Albuquerque are urged to
apply.
The job of the Committee
Chairman is to coordinate all
Homecoming activities and also
to establish the date of Homecoming.

Mens' No Iron

Casual Slacks
4.88

Hereafter-First

for campus and casual wear
these no-iron slacks are ideal

The Syb-Fiffh
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BEI.Mslkss
DEPARTMENT STORE

Dr. Arthur V. Houghton III,
professor of mechanical engineering at UNM, has been selected as
one of the participatns in a May
6·17 workshop on use of computers in heat transfer studies.

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday

90 Winrock Center - 298-1831

·---
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Fiddler on the Roof
Star-Spangled Girl
The Apple Tree

*

125 cc
motorcycle

The Royal Windsor Theater Company of England
Les Danseurs Africain du Senegal

* The TRAVEL-ADVENTURE FILM SERIES
People of Japan- Red China- Soutl1 Vietnam
Threeworlds of Peru- Backroads U.S.A.

Neo-classic. Jazz Quartet-Fo';;th .

*

Ita Iian-made·

leaving UNM?

- .';;} J ~- -

r-c· nege}Aaster0

·~ \'':f;};

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women
Fidelity Union Life

!

...

*

The EXPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine .

UNM Students May Pick up Detailed
Brochures and Order Blanks At
SUB Ticket Office, Candy Counter or
Popejoy Hall Box Office. Previous
Subscribers Have First Priority On
Their Regular Seats. Activity Card Holders
Only Are Entitled To Student Rates.

• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes
• hand throttle
• up to 120 mpg
• midnight blue or apple red

LOBO SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Plan
320 Wvomitlo Blvd., S.E.-2504 Broadway, S.!:.-Bridoe and
Isleta- Edith and Candelaria

,,,,,,,,,,
/-.•:

.r.:

The PERFORMING ARTS FILM SERIES

$348

reg.
$369

Take Part of it with you.
Keep tabs on:
Athletic Events- Special Events
The Faculty- The Latest Crisis
The Left- The Middle- The Right
Letters- Features- Columns

only $4.50 for a full school year.

Cactus Flower
Black Comedy
The Man of La Mancha

The INTERNATIONAL-UNIVERSITY SERIES- Celebrated the World Over

Your Own!

~·

ob;ets de virtu

* THEATER SERIES- The Best of Broadway

----

THE WORLD'S BEST SERVICE

t==~

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm.

The City Center Robert Joflrey Ballet
The Incomparable ANDRES SEGOVIA

You Get

~·

You'll see a sight
that will delight
The most fastidious eye.
-Elsa Lancaster

Present
The 1968-69 Season
of Fine Entertainment

At

..

If you peek in my Gazebo,
· As you are passing by,

And The Cultural Program Committee UNM

Workshop Participant

Corner Menaul & Carlisle

.

to house and feed breakfast to
as many of the Poor People's
Campaign marchers as space in
the guest rooms would permit.
Union director Bill Bierbaum estimated this might cost ~40 and
the Board planned to seek payment from the Associated Students.
The Union will be able to accomodate between twenty-one
and twenty-four marchers. "If
there's the possibility of housing more, we'll house more," said
Krbec. He said that the guest
rooms were reserved for accomodation of the marchers.

fr,.~

llll1l
Jill

Rally Committee
Seeks Chairman

-1

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS

To Aid Homecoming

Reuben and Miguel--Second

,,.,
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Bema
!
Bema i8 signed, guest editorial
opinion, not necessarily reflecting
the views of Tko Lobo.
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By BILL COLEMAN
I trust it is not too presumptuous to assume that what UNM
needs parallels the proposals that
I had intended to run on before I
withdrew from the ASUNM ptesidency race. But the facts are
that these proposals are not just
mine alone, but reflect many
UNM students' opinions and the
trends that are sweeping the major universities in the nation.
FIRST, ONE must keep in mind
a few basic principles about a
university, our society and us, individually and collectively. The
purpose of a university is the
betterment of life for the whole

I
I

l
I

I
I

What UNM Needs

society. UNM plays a unique and
strong role in New Mexico and
should fully capitalize on it.
Students should not only influence decisilon-making processes,
but should have equal power in
them. For instance, only students
can determine the effectiveness of
a teacher (tenure?), a course
(curriculum?) or a rule (policy?).
This cooperation will build mutual respect, trust and confidence
between students and faculty/
administration.
THE WALLS within and
around our "academic ghetto"
must be crumbled. We must connect to the outside, where we'll
live as ex-students, to make our
education relevant, and to tie together all the little bits of isolated knowledge in order to broaden perspective and increase real
understanding.

Lobo Book Review

Advice to New Senators

I

Every semester new, enthusiastic student senators are
sworn in; and, so far, about a semester later most lose interest.
In the interest of heading off predictable future cries of a
communication gap right here at UNM, The Lobo takes the
following stand.
Student senators-and other elected officials-are responsible for their own communications. Communications don't
break down, it seems to us, until one party to a dialogue
quits talking. The present, enthusiastic senators, we must
assume, got elected by canvassing a large number of student voters. We submit that as soon as they abandon :these
contacts with the voters, their own communication gaps
~II begin to grow.
For this reason, senatorial office hours likely are not a
good means of communication. How many senators were
elected as a result of waiting in offices for students to talk
to them?
Another feature of student government gripes-that-areperennial is that government programs and activities seldom amount to anything more than activities.
This has been more true in the past than it is today.
Many-maybe most-of the new senators are vitally interested in such meaningful programs as a Teacher-Course
Evaluation, reforms in the registration-advisory system, and
the expansion of student power on the University's academic and administrative committees.
And all too often, or rather, rarely, the only innovative
improvements in education come from concerned students.
As today's administrations grow more distant from the
faculty and faculties retreat farther behind the barriers of
research committments and class-loads, the need for more
concerned students grows.
Hopefully the new Associated Students senate has the
concern necessary to face the real problems at UNM of
education from the students' angle.

Calling U
THURSDAY

Sonate Steering Committee: Union 263;
3:30 p.m.
Ploi Alpha Theta Lecture: Union 231 E:
4:00 p.m.
Stadent Lobby Dinner; Union 139 W;
6:30 .Pollio
APOWA Executive :Meeting: Union
<louneil Room; 6 :30 p.m.
J~Eior
Achievement of AlbUquerque
U:...uet; Uni1111 DaUI"OOm; G:30 p.m.
L. Campanas; Union 260 C; 6:30 pAm.

Christian Science Organization; Union
260 E : 7 :00 p.m.
Home Economics Club; Union Desert
Room; 7 :00 p.m.
f.F.. C.; Uniort 129;- 7:00 p ..m ..

Student Lobby Committee Political
Speech : Union Theater; 7 :00 v.m ..
Alpha Phi Omega: Union 231 E; 7 :30
p.m.

A.W..S. Executive Board; Union Council
Room ; G:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union 250 D: 8:00
p.m.
Chi Alpha : Union 253: 8 :00 p.m.

Ex-Prisoner's Narration
Looks Into Human Nature
By BILL COLEMAN
"Sol On Ice" by Eldridge Cleaver. A Ramparts Book; McGrawHill, $5.95.
"This book, written in prison
by a young Negro-American (or
Afro-American), is one of the
discoveries of the 1960s. In a
literary epoch marked by a prevailing mediocrity of expression,
a lack of substantial new talent,
a kind of spiritual slough after
the great wave of American writing from the 1920s to the 1940s,
Eldridge Cleaver's is one of the
distinctive new literary voices to
be heard. It reminds me of the
great days of the past. It has
echoes of Richard Wright's "Native Son," just as its true moral

Letters
Letters are welcome, and should
be no lon&'er than 260 word. tn>.,.
written, donbk: spaced. Name, teJe.
phone number and addree• muat be
included, althoua:h name will be
withheld upon request.

Community Meeting
Dear Editor:
Tonight at the South Broadway
Opportunity Center there will be
a meeting to air grievances and
to plan and organize for action
and improvements. Any grievances or problems pertaining to
the residents of the Broadway
area are relevant. Nine local organizations are attending. The
time is 7:30 p.m. The location
is Miles and Broadway SW.
I was told about it during our
boycott (which has been temporarily and successfully concluded)
at the Broadway Piggly-Wiggly
this past weekend by one of the
local organizers.
All interested and concerned
people are invited. If we are to
make a better society, we must
work together for it. The load is
too heavy to bear alone. The joy
of a better society (starting right
here in Albuquerque) is too good
to be hoarded by a few. We shall
all benefit by working together.
Bill Coleman

affinity is with one of the other
fine books of our period, the
"Autobiography of Malcom X,''
and as it represents in American
terms the only comparable approach to the writings of Frantz
Fanon." (From the Introduction
by Maxwell Geismar)
It is not important that one
sees America through black eyes
or through white eyes. What is
important is that one sees
America with honest eyes, with
a humanistic heart and with a
mind to the future. This is Cleaver. In essays and letters, (written
from prison), he speaks of hr..
own life, (the life of thousands
like him everywhere), his vision
of America, and of the forces
shaping our new destiny.
He especially lays clear his
ideas about the hang-up between
sex and racism, which I find all
too true. The sex-race myths and
enforced beliefs passed unquestioningly from generation to gen·
eration are a fine starting point.
Cleaver puts it all on the line.
Don't get shook up when you
feel his antagonisms or truths.
They've been smoldering for
centuries. But his basic philosophy is universal, to make a world
that can and must become.a place
fit for all men to feel their dignity and worth, and to walk with
pride. As Cleaver himself puts
it: "The price of hating other
human beings is loving oneself
less."
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Heady Named to Forum
Dr. Ferrel Heady, UNM presi- ed by the President to a five-year
dent-elect, has been named one of term as Conference chairman.
32 public members of the AdminDr. Heady, an authority in the
istrative Conference of the Unit- field of public administration, has
served as consultant to a number
ed States.
of
federal agencies and departThe Conference is the new
ments.
He is president-elect of
permanent forum established by
the Congress through which gov- the American Society for Public
ernment agencies will work with Administration, and is a member
representatives of the public to of the National Academy of Pubimprove the processes by which lic Administration.
Dr. Heady will become the Unithey administer programs affectversity
of New Mexico's lOth
ing private rights and interests.
. president on July 1. He has been
All Cabinet departments and academic vice president for UNM
many other government agencies
have memberships in the Conference.
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
in announcing the formation of
the Conierence, said:
"I am delighted that the Administrative Conference is now
fully organized and will hold its
first plenary session (in May). It
The Neoclassic Jazz Quartet
IS heartening that so many em(NCJQ),
appearing off and on
inent private citizens will conthe
last
few
months at the Hoztribute their time and talent to
hon
coffee
house,
won second
this important endeavor. Through
place
honors
at
the
Western
Rethis Conference, major improvegionals
of
the
National
Interments will be achieved in the processes of Government that vital- Collegiate Jazz Festival in Salt
ly affect our citizens every day." Lake City, Utah.
Ricardo Palucci, quartet memPublic members serve without
ber
and a student at the Univercompensation for two-year terms
sity
of Albuquerque, placed first
ending June 30, 1970.
as the outstanding soloist. He
Jerre S. Williams was appoint- plays the flute.
Other members of the group
are Kit McDermott, drums; Vic
Strewn, guitar; and Tom Gelt,
vibes. Strewn attends the University of Albuquerque; Gelt and
McDermott are UNM students.
"I can tell you you haven't
heard anything like us on recordings," says Gelt, explaining the
(Continued from page 1)
NCJQ technique. "You rarely
easy it will be to communicate find vibes determining the recordwith The Lobo next year," he ing patterns of the group. Also
said.
the flute and vibe combination is
"We'll tell the students what unique on the jazz scene.''
The NCJQ was formed about
the senate is not doing," he said.
"The best success the senate four months ago, and Palucci has
will have is to talk to the stu- been playing the flute only a
dents who elected you and pre- year. A writeup in Downbeat
vent any communication bar- magazine is expected sometime
soon.
riers,'' he added.
BURTON ALSO said that a
teacher-course evaluation issue,
and a policy to bring in speakers
and visiting professors to keep
the university at a top level should
be innovated starting next year.
An ad hoc committee on academic calendar division for changing UNM's semester system to a
quarterly basis was tabled for
further discussion.
If passed the issue would be
presented to the Committee on
the University at its first meeting of the '68-'69 school year.
Traffic violations and the means
of payment have been changed.
As the policy stands now all
speeding tickets on campus are
paid downtown at municipal
court. But in the future, all trafic violations on campus will be
paid downtown.

Locol Jozz Group
Ploces in Festival

Budget Go-Aheod
Sought By Dines

PageS
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since January, 1967. He formerly
was at the University of Michigan where he was director of the
Institute of Public Administration.
Also one of the public members
of the Conference is Ross L. Malone, vice president and general
counsel for General Motors Corp.
Malone, formerly ·of Roswell, is
a former president of the Amer~
ican Bar Association.

Calvin Horn Talks
At UNM Tonight

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS
16 Tables
Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
Girls - Half Price
Open 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. 3005 Central N.E.

Calvin Horn, Democratic candidate for Governor, will speak
tonight in the Union Theater
from 7:30-10:00 p.m.
Horn is the last in a series of
state gubernatorial candidates
who have spoken at UNM.
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To live as whole, integrated beings, not just as expendable technocrats existing in highly specialized slots. More intellectual ferment must be created. It has improved this year; criticism of the
activists is proof of the progress
they have made into moth-balled
minds.
WE MUST SHOW by our example that we are in fact capable, beautiful, dignified and responsible young adults, the leaders of tomorrow. The Stokely
Carmichael incident was an insult
to all UNM and should never reoccur. The most abused resource,
the human resource, must be
fully developed. We must think
with our hearts as well as our
minds.
Some specific proposals include
setting up an all-university council (students, faculty/administration). About 20-25 members, consisting of a few permanent members, the rest to be filled by voluntary requests.
THEY WOULD meet monthly
to discuss ideas, conflicts, proposals faults, virtues, etc. of
UNM and related matters. To set
up an ombudsman, a midman between students and faculty/administration, to handle directly
and efficiently problems, grievances, etc.
The tutoring program and other
community-service
projects
should be built up. Regular debates on any timely issues (from
UNM to international), open to
the public, are needed. Student
referendums should be offered
whenever necessary. The student
lobby in S an t a Fe must be
strengthened and be representative of all UNM.
Two good issues: abolish capital punishment in New Mexico.
As long as institutionalized violence exists, it shall perpetuate
a violent society. A "life J:or a
life" ethic is sheer barbarism.
LOWER THE voting age in
New Mexico. Students are simply much more informed than
those of yesteryear. Most know
more than their parents.
Promote the freshman course
ID-111. Promote the Free University, stressing black, chicano
and Indian cultures and histories. Students should be informed
about federal spies and CIA connections at UNM (more on that
later).
Finally the ASUNM president
should go to the students and
find out what's happening, outside his own world. I hope Jim
Dines will consider some of these
ideas; if not, what is so wrong
about a student strike or boycott
if these is a just demand or
grievance? UNM is our university.
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That's all it takes to help build
powcr/tllnmsclcs, trim body
No strenuous exercises ... no elaborate gym equipment .... no leogthy,
tedious work-outs. You don't need
time, space, or energy to multiply
your strength ... to broaden your
shoulders .•. to increase your lung
capacity ... to trim your waistline ..•
to develop vigor. Now the same
method of Isometric-Isotonic Contraction that trained the German
Olympic Team and other world-famous athletes can help YOU build
a powerful physique. Yes, even if you
are 30, 50 years old or more. Unlike
o~dinary isometric contraction devtces, the TENSOLATOR~ combines both Isometric and Isotonic
benefits in a series of quick 7-sccond
exercises that you do once a day in
your own room- less than 2 minutes
in all! Muscles grow stronger, shoul·
ders broaden, chest expands, waist
tapers down- and you feecl like a
new man.
We
im·
pressive
your
money
Send
for the
step-

IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Anyone con offer you just about
anything with a fancy paint job,
special trim, a few gadgets, and
call it a "sole." But see what your
Chevrolet dealer is coming up with
during his '68 Savings Expfo!
Check these Bonus Savings Plans.
1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle with

200-hp Turbo-Fire V8, Powerglide
and whitewalls.
2. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle with
250-hp Turbo-Fire V8, Powerglide
and whitewalls.
3. Any regular Chevrolet with 250hp Turbo-Fire V8, Turbo HydraMafic and whitewalls.

4. Now, for the first time ever, big
savings on power disc brakes and
power steering when you buy any
Chevrolet or Chevelle VB.
5. Buy any Chevrolet or Chevelle
2· or 4-daor hardtop-save on
vinyl top, electric clock, wheel
covers and appearance guard items.
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Leigh's Lobos Meet. Arizona
"e UNM baseball team has
its first chance in history to pick
up all of the marbles in the
Southern Division of the Western
Athletic Conference when the Lobos meet the University of Arizona in Tucson this weekend.
New Mexico, with a 36-8 season
record after Monday's 12-5 victory over Eastern New Mexico,
currently leads the Southern Division .with a 6-3 mark and needs
to wm at least two of the three
scheduled games with the Wildcats to clinch at least a tie in the
race.

Clean clothes ••..
••• last longer!
For Professional

DRY CLEANING

Arizona State is in second place
at 5-4 while Arb:ona stands at
1-5. The two Arizona schools
meet next weekend in Tucson.
AMONG THE Lobos' 36 wins
this season are three against Arizona. New Mexico swept a three
game series from Arizona here,
winning 3-0, 5-3, and 3-2. Arizona
enters the series with a 20-14
overall mark after losing two out
of three last week to Arizona
State.
Arizona coach Frank Sancet m
yet to announce ~is pitching ~otatio~ although righthander Tim
Plodmec (9-3, 1.91 ERA) should
get the nod for Friday night's
game. Lefty Pat O'Brien (3-3,
3.33 ERA) is the probable choice
for the first game of Saturday's
doubleheader and Rich Hinton
(7-4, 2.11 ERA) will probably
pitch in the nitecap.
Lobo coach Bob Leigh wil1 open
the series with righthander Ralph
Sallee (7-2, 2.41 ERA) going to
the mound to face Plodinec with
righthander Bob McAulay (8-1,
1.66 ERA) the choice for the first
game of the doubleheader.
"I AM NOT sure about the

third game because a lot will depend upon if we need relief help
in the first two," Leigh said.
Rick Bodle has been a starter
his last two times out but has also been outstanding in relief.
Bodle has posted a 5-1 record and
an ERA of 1.16. Ed Reeder (3-0)
and Ron Sims (4-2) are other
possible starters in the second
game.
Infielders Mike McLaughlin and
Jim Palmer continue their battle
for the hitting lead with MeLaughlin leading the pack at .365
and Palmer second at .350.
.
. FORMER TUCSO~ R 1 nco n
~1gh s~hool product J1m Johnson
JS makmg a run at the .300 mark
a~d z:ow stand~ at .292. Johnson
h1t h1s tenth tnple of the season
Monday to raise his. total
~or the yea~. ~cLaug~lm leads
m dou?Ies With nme w~Iie ~almer
leads m runs batted m With 30.
The two night games will be
broadcast in Albuquerque by
KDEF radio with Gene Osborn
handling the play-by-play. Saturday afternoon's game will not be
broadcast.

Wilkening, Lovato Make First String
Golf Team In Pike's Peak Invitational
call 243-5671 today!

The Lancaster School
District (Calif.}
Needs Elementary
Teachers
7 Kindergarten

11

Pri~ary

5 Intermediate
2 Hearing Handicapped
1 Speech Therapist
1 8th Grode Science
1 8th Grode Math
1 7th & Bth Grode Art
l 8th Grade Reading

Two Lobo golfers who had to
be satisfied with playing on Dick
McGuire's second team last weekend at the Silver City Invitational have made the varsity for this
week's Pike's Peak Invitational
Tournament.
Wes Wilkening, who fired an
eight under par in the 54-hole Silver City tournament, and Albert
Lovato, who was six under, will
be on the six man traveling team
that left for Colorado Springs
yesterday.
The tournament opens today
and will field twenty teams. Outstanding entries in the tournament are Houston, Kansas, Kan-

SOUTHWEST

Campus Interviews
May 16

ftECTRIC SHAVER SEI'/ICE
ElECTRIC SHAVER AND
liGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW
U7.e21P

Contact Your Placement Office

sas State, Brigham Young, Colorado, Oklahoma State, Arizona,
Arizona State, New Mexico State,
and New Mexico.
McGuire's team for the Pike's
Peak Invitational consists of Mike
Goodart, Terry Dear, Dick Placek,
Chuck Milne, Lovato, and Wilkening.
New Mexico placed three men
in the top ten at the Cougar Invitational last weekend at Provo.
Leading the pack as Lovato with
a score of 210, Placek with a 213,
and Mike Goodart with a 214.
The Lobos won the Pike's Peak
title in 1963 and have bad two
medalists there through the
years. Milne, the 196'1 New Mexico Open Champion, tied for first
place honors in the Sun Devil
Clasaic two weeks ago-his first
time up with the varsity.

Sports Notes
'Gobble Gobble'
Several large tom turke:fll were
taken near Willow Creek during
the last few days of the season by
those who braved bad roads and
traveled into the remote areas.
One hunter related how he was at
trail's end, stuck in the mud,
when a large gobbler gobbled
loudly. The hunter made a few
quick hen calls on his turkey caller. When the gobbler got into
gunshot range, one shot took him.

PATRONIZE lOBO ADVERTISERS

#1917 Triton $175.00

#1923 Granada $350.00

Patronize
Balbm?re Drafts Nels~n lobo Advertizers
As Th1rd Round Selectton
Ron Nelson of the New Mexico
Lobos yesterday was chosen by
the Baltimore Bullets in the third
round of the National Basketball
Association college draft.
Nelson and former teammate
Ben Monroe were drafted earlier
in the week by the Minnesota
Muskies of the American Basektball Association. Former Lobo
All-American Mel Daniels is presently on the Minnesota squad.
Nelson told Minnesota officials ·
Monday that he would not try
out for the team unless the Muskies offered him a salary attractive
enough to warrant postponement
of his studies at UNM.
The 6 foot 2 guard is in the .
fourth year of a five-year engineering program at UNM where he
has maintained a B average overall.
Nelson is a native of Artesia
and a graduate of New Mexico

Twenty models to choose from. With exciting new performance
-exciting new features- exciting new styles. There's a Yamaha
Exciter to meet every wish and wallet- for street, scrambles or
trail. Come in and ride out with one of these thoroughbreds
today.And
on your kind
of terms!
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4724 Menaul Blvd. NE
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YAMAHA SALES

Unlike the card game there is
no element of chance involved
in selecting a Columbia Solitaire
Diamond Ring. Every ring is Registered,
Certified and Guaranteed.

Wyoming Meets BYU
In Crucial WAC Tilts
I·

I
I

If the last time you
met a new face

was Fall Registration • • •
•.... we think you'd enjoy meeting the
students who live at The College Inn.
Meeting new people and making new friends
comes natural. A wide rgnge of interests,
backgrounds and hobbies exists among the
residents of The College Inn. Besides
meeting new people, we think you'll like
the food, the maid and linen service,
private parking, being dose to campus,
color TV and much more of what The College
Inn has to offer. Reservations are now
being taken for fall, 1968.

LARAMIE-For the third
straight year, Wyoming's baseball Cowboys find themselves
backed against the wall needing
six straight victories to win the
Western
Athletic
Conference
Northern Division title.
The Cowboys, 2-4 in the WAC
race and 16-18-1 overall, must
sweep this weekend's series with
division leading Brigham Young,
6-3, and take at least two of the
three next week from Utah, 4-5,
to keep their hopes alive. One
loss in the six will give the Pokes
a tie and force a playoff for the
division flag.
Tuesday the Cowboys were to
meet Colorado State College at
7:30 p.m. in Greeley before facing
BYU in the critical series.
The conference is set up so
that Brigham Young, Wyoming,
and Utah are in the Northern Division and New Mexico, Arizona,
and Arizona State are in the
Southern Division. The two division winners meet for the league
title late in May.
Co-captain Ev Befus, a Cowboy
outfielder, regained the batting
lead over the weekend as he went
12 for 22 to boost his average
from .313 to .351. Centerfielder

,

Coin-op Dry·Cieaning
and Laundry
Open B AM-B PM
Counselor Always on Duly
lo 2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

leader, went eight for 18 in the
weekend's five games and raised
his average 20 points.
Jim MacDonnell, a leftbander,
took over the pitching lead as he
allowed one earned run in a tine
three-hitter against Southern Illinois to lower his earned run
average to 1.14.
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Mr. G's Pizza
is Fresh Pizza
30 Minutes to any
Dorm
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for guys & gals.
Choose from plaids, solids,
stripes, checks, a II sizes
4.98 up

303 Ash N.S.

243-2881

LEVIS
The most complete selection in the Southwest.
Cords, Sto-Prest, Nuvos, Regular blue. You'll
find 'em all at Coopers.
A FOIUlSTS FUTuRE
IS IN YOUR HANDS
Every tree, every shrub,

and all our wildlife depend on
you to help prevent
forest fires. So please follow
Smokey's ABC's: Always

hold matches till cold. Be sure
to drown all aunplires,
stir the ashes, and drown
them again. Crush all'
smokes dead out.

Dancing to
Mike Houston Trio

.Inglish Jl'e~ther®

WESTERN HATS
Just received a large shipment of straw hats in
all the new colors and styles.
From 2.98
Cooper's also features BAILEY & STETSON felt
hats.
COOPER'S has a complete selection of Boots,
Mocs, Belts, Buckles, Chalekos, everything your
wardrobe needs for Fiesta Days.

Please! Only }'ou can
prevent forest Jires

. euline. Al.l·PURPOSE t.OfiON.
$~.50, $4.00, $6.So. F'rom tha com·
plalo array ol I:NGLISH Lt:AlHEA.
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OPEN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY,
'TILL 9:00 PM
WINROCK CENTER
ON THE PLAZA
ALBUQUERQUE
SANTA FE

FUN

SWZM-~YM

Swimming -TennisDiving - Gymnastics
Lessons for all ages
Sauna Baths - Parties

247-9677

GET READY FOR FIESTA
WITH WESTERN WEAR FROM COOPER'S

For men who want to be where the
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WESTERN SHIRTS

..•action Is. Very intrepid. Very mas·

..... -.....

FUN

2023 COLUMBIA SE

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

Skippers do it! ,

Beer 25 cents a glass

,,,'

__

··- -· · '"lloo-si)orier; last" wee'k,.s ·liattliig-·

Tom and Dick Abrams, Your Hosts

Terms available at

...

FUN

Phone 255-0237

the Doily Double lounge
ond Heritoge Room

Let's play Solitaire!

Military Institute Junior College
at Roswell. Nelson was signed by
Coach Bob King after two years
at New Mexico Military.

SOPHOMORE ERVIN JAROS came within seven feet of surpassing
the school discuss record last weekend in the Lobos' dual track meet
with the University of Texas-EI Paso Miners. Jaros threw the discus
178-4 1h. The school record of 185-2% was set by former Lobo great
Larry Kennedy in 1964 and had never been seriously threatened until
this season. Jaros also competes in the shot put for New Mexico where
he has a career best of 54-8%. Jaros is a native of Philadelphia.

INTERNATIONAl CORPORATION • SINCE 1887
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Now At A New Location

Trout Planted
A whopping 333,728 trout
(rainbow and some broyns) were
planted from April 20 to May 3
by hatcheries of the Department
of Game and Fish. Weight was
24,693 pounds, and the 8¥.z-10
inch rainbows numbered 76,111.
Other :fish planted were 10,050
channel catfish in Black River
and 475,000 Northern pike and
Walleye fry in Alamogordo.
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Teachers Are Helped by KNME
By GIENNETTE DAWKINS
Teachers beware-you too may
be repla~ed by a television set!
Yr;>u may not be replaced immediately, but you're already being supplemented by KNME-TV
(Channel 5).
"Electromagnetic Waves," for
example, is one of the programs
that acts as a supplement to the
university, and "TV Kindergarten" leads the list of those that
add to the education of the :vreschool or early school child.
. MOST OF these programs are
VIewed at home, but some of the
programs are brought directly
into the schools. For example,
four of Dr. George Fishbeck's
programs are used in the Albuquerque elementary schools' science classes.
Forty per cent of KNME's
schedule originates locally, ineluding Joyce Marron's TV Kindergarten. It is presented nationwide by the National Educational
Television network.
DICK KRAUS, director of the
prog1·am, explained that TV Kindergarten began its nationwide'
scheduling when an exchange
with a Columbus, Ohio, station
mushroomed throughout the country.
Cha:.;tnel ? also ~ttempt~ to educate Its VIewers m public matters such as "How to Buy Automobile Insurance," and "How to
Pay Your Income Taxes.''
"NET Journal" is a weekly

hour-long documentary that examines crucial domestic and international issues such as poverty, civil rights, prejudice and
world peace.
ESTABLISHED in 1958, the
station has the third highest
viewership of 140 NET stations
in the nation, according to the
American Research Bureau ratings.
As an affiliate of NET, Channel
5 recently presented a recapitulation of Senate foreign relations
meetings as one of the l.ive interconn·ections of the network. The
station also gets :film and tape
distribution from the network.
NET provides the station with
:five hours of new programming
each week. Half of the regular
weekly NET schedule deals with
public• affairs - foreign policy,
politics, government, and social
or economic problems.
Krause described two primary
functions of educational television. ·
"ONE IS to serve the institutions in the formal situations to program to the schools and
provide a useful tool," he said.
Educational TV's other function is to provide a public service
different from anything viewers
can get elsewhere. "We can go to
the smaller groups of people," he
said. Krause gave "Playing the
Guitar" as an example of a program that is of interest to a limited number of people and one
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WANT ADS
FOR SALE

SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar ranch·
ero. Unimproved but picturesque adobe
house., artistic :setting, with trout Jake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
oft". Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New Mex-

AUTO INSURANCE too higb1 Call
Farmer's today. 12 months to pay. 2992296.
5/22
1962 CHEVROLET Impala S.S. 425 H.P.,
4 Speed, Just Rebuilt Engine. Good
Looking-. 299-6001.
5/13
1963 PORSHE. Very clean. Many extras.
3633 Noon N.E. 298-7163.
5/13
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE (UNH area).

EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest education ilrm has developed a
program learning system and is now hiring college students £oT full time summer
employment to present thia aystem to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Students v1case
call between II and 1 at 268-0620. 5-22.
SERVICES
IDGH-POWERED TUTORING in Eeo·
nomics and Spanish by univcnJity pro~
fesoor. Phone 842-8500, Ext. 8134. 5/13
SWIMMING PARTIES-or just plain
parties. Facilities inc1ude Bwimming,
dancing-, Bar·B·Q, volley ball etc. 7midnlght, 10 to 500 persons. Life
Guards provided. Thunderbird SwimGym. 247-9677.
IRONING, bachelor bundles, mending,
dressmaking and alterations. Reasonable,
2304 Blake SW. Phone 877-5282.
TYPING. Well edit grammar, spelling, and
punetcation. Background includes ndvertisin~. art. finance, ]ega], and aciences~
Call 242-0649.
5/15
TYPING WANTED: Experienced, Accurate. Corrected as to grammar, spelling,
and punctuation. 35e per page. You
fnmish the paper. Paper furnished at
1c sheet. Call Tues., or Thurs. nights.
Z42-945L
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: ONE LIGHT PLAID jacket. Education 105 between 6 :40 and 7:15 p,m.
Wednesday night. Please return to Lost
and Found at Union or call 243-6949. 5/9

versity to further their own education. Krause, for example, got
his undergraduate degree . here,
spent some time in the Na"¥,
then returned to UNM and IS
currently working on his masters
degree.
KRAUSE ALSO teaches Speech
265, a class in radio an~ tetevision. It gives students a VIew of
broadcasting production and ineludes a lab session in which students act as directors, cameramen and talent.
C~annel 5 pres~nts 30 per ce~t
of Its schedule m color, but. It
doesn't have equipment for onginating color direct from its studios.
Plans for building a new station on the north University campus are in the final stages. The
new station will have at least two
studios (the present has only
one) and more color equipment.

Patronize

Listen to KUNM

Guerilla Warfare
Che Guevara

$1.65

Dr. Spack On Vietnam

.75

Loves Body
Norman Brown
$1.95
Meditations of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi

#3

It'a a world of its oyn 1 Rustie, charm..
ing, with patios and gardens, you"ll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace. dining.

.20

Revolution in the Revolution
Debray
.95
Marijuana Papers
Solomon
120 Yale S.E.

$1.50

842-1413

EXICO

· MOTORCYCLES

VoL '11

GO WITH THE LEADER

GO

Al

IWOFORS.PORF
FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

New Mexico is suffering an economic decline and must :find proper leadership to bring the State
from the depths of economic depression. This was the main topic
presented by Calvin Horn, democratic eandidate for governor over
K UN M, Thursday night in a
speech sponsored by Student
Lobby.
HORN EMPHASIZED that
graduates of New Mexico's universities are moving elsewhere
for employment.
"Sixty per cent of the graduating seniors leave New Mexico to
seek employment elsewhere," he
said.
Horn also cited that five per
cent of New Mexico's working
force is out of work and some
communities have unemployment
equal to that of the Depression.
"One such example is Rio Arriba county in northern New Mexico which has an unemployment
rate of 17.9 ;per cent of the population," he said.
STANDING LEFT to right are governors John
HORN ALSO said the key is- Chafee of Rhode Island; John Love, Colorado;
sue in this year's election is to Raymond Shafer, Pennsylvania; and Dave Cargo
find the proper leaden for the of New Mexico. AU, including governor Norbert

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

PHONE 265.. 6531

•

'64 CORVETTE Sting- Ray. 327 CIL in.
300 hp, AM-FM, 2 tops. Excellent condition_, one owner.. 277-2933.
GETTING MARRIED? Buy our erne bedroom trailer (43x8) with custom built
study and your rent will only be $25/
month. See after 5 at 120 Indiana SE.
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FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at at Columbia
SE. Deluxe rum. units-twin or double
beds. $115-120 including- utilities. 2423080.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT near
UNM. Furnished. $75 per month. Call
Sam Cooper 265-81i74 and eveninga 8428280 Caird-Norria Reai!;Jo. 5/9
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LOST AND FOUND

'

SILVER RONSON cigarette lighter. Lost
April 29 In SUB Cafeteria. Very ornate.
Iinscribed: With Compliments of P.
Puranabhanbu. Has sentimental value.
$15 Reward. Call242-0281.
5/13

JOAN
B

"WILD WHIRL" . •.

Neon bright knitted
random stripes in a
two-piece overblouse
swimsuit, with
coordinated solid
boyleg trunk. 100%
DuPont nylon.
$21.00

-

Ill

Person

.

In

Popejoy

Hall

Reserved Seats $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
UNM Students $4.00, $3.00, $2.50
Sponsored by Students For Peace
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By DAN BRUMBELOW
Education and understanding
were major problems of the New
Mexico poor presented to a traveling Republican task force during
a :platform hearing yesterday in
the Union Ballroom.
Four Republican governors on
the task force arrived at the Sun~
port Wednesday and were joined
by New Mexico's Governor David
Cargo for yesterday's meeting OJI,
campus.
Composing the task force were
John Chafee, Rhode Island; John
A. Love, Colorado; Raymond Shafer, Pennsylvania, and Norbert
Tieman, Nebraska.
GOVERNOR Shafer, chairman
of the group, called the platform
hearing in an attempt to find a
blueprint for action in forming
the Republican platform for the
upcoming elections.
Witnesses representing different interests in New Mexico spoke
before the task force. By means
Tiemann of Nebraska, were present in the Union of questions and answers the govballroom yesterday heading discussions on the ernors hoped to decide what "Proformation of a new Republican platform. (Photo grams a-re needed in the New
by Sherman)
Mexico area.
Before a crowd that increased
and decreased as classes began:.
the problems and needs of New
Mexicans were brought to light.
The crowd averaged more th~n
150 during the three-hour session
lasting from 9 a.m. to noon.
Again, maintaining the current increase, and 21 percent wanted
THE MAJ'OR point of discuspolicy was the least popular, with an "all out" military efl'ort to end sion was the poor people, includthe war.
23 votes, or 9.9 percent.
ing Indians, Spanish Americans
A permanent cessation of the and the people of the mountain
Job training received the largest vote as a possible solution to bombing was favored by 29 per- areas of the state.
this country's urban crisis, (1304 cent and 29 percent chose a temA g en e r a I idea prevailing
-51.75 percent). Education gain- porary suspension of all bomb- among the Indians and Spanish
ing. Twenty-six percent indicated Americans seemed to be a general
ed 878 votes, or 34.84 percent.
62 percent of the voters in the we should intensify the bombing, move away from direct governnational poll favored some sort while 4 percent favored the use ment support to programs that
of phased reduction of the U.S. of nuclear weapons in VietNam. the people can initiate themselves.
On the urban crisis, 40 percent
military effort in Viet Nam; 18
Jobs, understanding, medical
percent indicating a preference thought education should receive care, and education were the main
for immediate withdrawal, and the highest priority in govern- necessities sought by representa45 percent for phased reduction. ment spending, while 39 percent tives of the group. Education was
About 7 percent favored the cur- chose job training. Riot control the one area that the task force
rent policy, 9 percent chose an received 12 percent of the votes. was asked to improve the most.
One of the witnesses, Rudy
Rudolph from Mora county, told
the governors that only three per
cent of the students in his county
graduate :from high school. "We
are worried about the other 97 per
cent," he said. "These :People need
First Choice Votes: (Total ..• 2479)
Number (of total votes) Percentage understanding.''
A REPRESENTATIVE from
34.97
867
McCarthy
Texas was also on band to tell
18.96
the platform committee of the
470
Kennedy
problems of the poor in Texas.
17.75
440
Nixon
Manuel Sanchez, speaking for
11.38
282
Rockefeller
the Latin Americans of his state,
3.91
said that 30 of the 256 poor97
Reagan
est counties in the United States
3.29
81
Johnson
are in Texas. "We are really a
2.06
51
Lindsay
forgotten minority," he said. "Education is the answer," Sanchez.
Second Choice Votes: (Total •.. 2431)
.:l,l
'
added.
21.06
512
McCarthy
Governor Cargo was apparent.;s..:-;..ll-,
20.81
506
Rockefeller
ly pleased with the novel idea of
a :Platform hearing committee of
15.88
386
Kennedy
this type. "It is a valuable and
10.82
263
Nixon
refreshing idea to have the poli9.38
228
Lindsay
ticians listening to the people
instead of it being the other way
7.45
181
Reagan
around," Cargo said.
4.15
101
Johnson
Shortly before the meeting endThird Choice Votes: (Total ... 2363)
ed, the governors asked for a
19.55
from-the-floor vote from students
Rockefeller
462
in the audience on whether they
12.78
Kennedy
302
favored lowering the voting age
12.36
Lindsay
292
to 18. The show of hands revealed
11.51
an even split on the question.
McCarthy
272
Governor Shafer said that this
9.23
Nixon
218
result was in line with responses
8.38
Percy
198
he had received across the coun7.49
Reagan
177
try.

UNM Picks

evenings 247-3048. CairdNorris Reaty. 5/9
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Five Stcte Heods~
Visit New Mexico
During U.S. Tour

Economic Decline
Must be Stopped
Soys Colvin Horn

room. Mexican tile bathroom, perfect

5/15

'

Poor Present Problems to Gove·rnors

200 C.C .. TO 650 C.C.

tor a couple I $14,000, ca Bruce Caird

19GO OLDSMOBILE, 4 door. Sharp appearance and condition, $475.00. Phone
344-2493.
5/15
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2Gii-8571 or

May 20-8:15

New York Free Press

EW

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

3501 lomas Blvd. NE 255-4989

$1.25

.20

• I ()y
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WEDDING INVITATIONS
and all paper goods
for 1he bride to be

Concert

L.A. Free Press

~

offers the largest selection of
MOTHER'S .DAY CARDS
in this area,

$1.00

New American Review

11'·71
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FOR SALE
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Completely reconditioned. Move in and enjoy a full summer of swimming and next
winter yon'll enjoy the warmth of tbe
fireplace and the charm of the large
rOODlt!. Price only $13,900. Call Ed Norris
.265-8571 and evenings 255-6852. CalrdNorria Realty.
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HOUSE OF HALLMARK

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

that commercial stations could
not alford to produce.
"There are two ways for a
non-commercial station to get
money," said Krause, assistant
program m~&nager of the station.
"It can be a community station
in which it sells what you might
call subscriptions, or they can be
financed by the school systems,"
he said. Channel 5 is financed
jointly by the Albuquerque school
systems and UNM.
"NON-COMMERCIAL television is in a unique position because it can say things commercial companies cannot," said
Krause. "Perspectives" illustrates
this weekly. For example, the
program recently showed some
loopholes in paying taxes. Other
topics for the program have been
"How to Buy a Used Car" and
"Discount Stores."
'
"The·re are many advantages
to non-commercial stations," said
Krause. They have a good chance
for local production. All their
programming does not come in
from the networks. "The pace is
perhaps slower" said Krause
"but the progr~mming is not.'l
The stations are not dollar oriented, and they are not interested
in whether the program is going
to sell a product.
The staff of Channel 5 consists
of regularly employed television
personnel but a few students are
employed: Some KNME staffers
take courses offered at the uni-
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CALVIN HORN
state who can put it on the upswing.
"By working with the Department of Development we can develop New Mexico by increasing
the tourist industry which is now
worth $1 million per year," he
said.
"We could also develop primary
and secondary highways for
travel and publish a guidebook at
minimal cost to make New Mexico
more attractive for the tourist,"
be added.
HORN ALSO EMPHASIZED
that state government should establish controls over state agencies to maintain leadership.
"New Mexico needs this to pull
itself up in economic growth and
eliminate economic stagnation,"
he said.
"And by use of a resources inventory of what facilities each
community has we can decide
what opportunities we have here
to develop," he said.
HE CITED SUCH examples as
oil, water, copper, cotton, coal and
food processing plants.
The tax structure in New Mexico has been called extreme by
some but Horn feels that this is
not scaring away any industry.
"I don't think our tax structure
is scaring away industry from
New Mexico," he said. "Other
states such as Texas, California,
and Arizona have higher taxes
and they're still growing," he
added.

Results of UNM's Choice '68
voting put Sen. Eugene McCarthy
well ahead of both Sen. Robert
Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon
in the :first and second choice
categories, (see list) .
In the third choice category,
N.Y. Governor Nelson Rockefeller gained the largest number of·
votes, with Kennedy and New
York City Mayor John Lindsay
running second and third respectively.
Tod Delaney, campus organizer for Choice '68, said 2,574
people voted here, or 19.09 percent of the total school enrollment. "I was very disappointed,"
he said. "We had a poor turnout."
NATIONAL
statistics
on
Choice '68 also put McCarthy in
the lead with 285,988 first-place
votes. Kennedy was second 213,832 votes, and Richard Nixon with
197,167.

The official totals will be announced in about two weeks, according to a Choice '68 news release. 1,072,830 students on over
1200 university campuses took
part in the Time magazine sponsored National Collegiate Presidential primary.
Concerning the VietNam War,
1221 people at UNM favored a
phased reduction of the U.S. military efl'ort there, (or 48.09 per-.
cent of all votes cast). An all out
efl'ort to win the war gained the
second highest number of votes,
516 or 20.32 per cent. Receiving
the lowest number of votes, (239.9 percent), was an approval of
the current policy.
IN THE AREA of U.S. bombing, a temporary suspension
proved the most popular, (84833.45 percent). A complete cessation received 703 votes, or 27.73
percent, folowed closely by a call
for intensification of the efl'ort,
with 618 v<ites, or 24.38 percent.

McCarthy

Choice '68 Results

